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3.1 Concept and Implementation
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JBM Research, 7bkyo Research Laboratory

3.1.1

Concept

GDM is a virtual museum on the Internet for museum education. The National
Museum of Ethnology, Osaka, Japan, the British Museum, London, UK, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, USA, and IBM Japan jointly proposed the concept and
developed a prototype through international collaboration among the experts of
museum, education, and computer science (1). The concept of the GDM is based on
studies of state‑of‑the‑art multimedia information services and museum education on

the Internet with a special fecus on ethnology. The study includes surveying
conventional teaching methods (2, 3) and the use of teaching materials in classrooms

in the United Kingdom and Japan.

Examples of the teaching methods include Resource Packs, which are published by
the British Museum and used as teach‑the‑teacher materials for schoolteachers (4‑6).

The materials correspond to the national museum education curriculum in the United

Kingdom (7), and are intended to facilitate the actiyities of schoolteachers and
students in the real classroom. Another example includes Ilypermedia Ethnographica,

which was published by ethnology researchers in the Nationai Museum of Ethnology
as an experimental ethnographica publication using hypermedia (8), The materials are
not only intended for browsing content along with a narrative text (similar to a slide
show), but also for picking up only the multimedia materials of interest by searching
for key terms.

Although there are many museums that provide museum information services on the
Internet, the problem is that interactive multimedia technologies as well as network

technologies are not well matched with conventional museum education methods. In
the ethnology domain, for example, cross‑cultural references for a museum coilection
facilitate understanding of the underlying concepts of the collection by comparing it
with other collections around the world, Moreover, collaboration between teacher and
students is essential in education activities in museums. In a typical classroom, the
teacher creates the teaching materials to prepare students by suggesting what to leam,
how to learn, where to learn, and so on. With the materiais, the students will learn by
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themselves, or by coilaborating with each other. The teacher sometimes makes a
suggestion to the students for directing their studies more effectively. After working

with the materials, the students will present what they learned in the classroom, and
the teacher will evaluate the study.

Requitement of GDM Prototype
These studies imply the following requirements for combination of the interactive
multimedia technologies with traditional education methods on the Internet:

1) Cross‑cultural itofbrination service

There is a growing need for interactive access to a large volume of multimedia
collections of museums on the Internet. Especially, the information should be provided

as a cross‑cultural reference; the information of one museum is expected to comple‑
rnent the information of other museums.
Z) IVbvet "se ofconventional edttcation materials

Museum experts, such as curators and museum teachers, expect Internet use to grow
and eventually replace conventional paper‑‑based teaching materials, by facilitating
interactive hypermedia technologies on the Internet.

op Framework and tools for rnaking teaching materials

Museum curators and schoolteachers need a framework and tools for creating theme‑
oriented teaching materials using multimedia.

4P MUItimedia publishing
Researchers in the ethnology field wish to publish their research activities through the

Internet as hypermedia documents by using interactive muitimedia materials,
7lachnical lssues

There are the following technical issues to be solved for creating multimedia
information services and education services on the Internet.

1) Single intedece to gtobal museum content
As the number of museum sites increases on the Internet, users have to consider where
the information exists, and how to access the information. It is difficult for a user to

access the larger number of museum sites to get museum information of interest
because the method for accessing museum content differs among museum sites. A
standard access modality is required so that the user can access museum information
without considering the differences such as user interface and indexing method among

museums.
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l) Search quality and quantity

There are many Intemet search tools and directory services available, such as Lycos
and Yahoo. It is often the case that Internet search results become too large for users

to browse. The user will spend time only to find that many of the results are of no

interest. Moreover, content is created not only by museum experts, but also by
museum educators and school‑children in museum education. Quality levels differ
depending on the background of content creators. Users need to distinguish these
differences in quality level to make use of the content effectively in museum
education.
.sp On‑line content editing

Museum content is not just read‑only data, but is also updateable by museum users.
Schoolteachers will search and browse the teach‑the‑teacher materials, and create
individual teaching materials for their students. The students will create and update

their own collections during their learning activities. For communicating and
collaborating with other students and teachers, such personal collections should also

be shared among other museum users. An access modality is required for integrated
data management for both read and write access to the content (9, 10).
zij biteractive "ser intetface

An interactive user interface is one of the most important factors for implementing a
digital museum (2). In such an environment, users will promptly receive feedback for
their actions, and the client state will change according to the information. Because the

current WWW makes use of stateless HTTP protocol for data transfer, it is difficult to
keep the current client status. Users can‑not receive feedback to their form submission

until the server returns the result of processing the form changing Web page (11).
Although the interactivity of interfaces is increasing in many ww sites that use Java
technology (12), the data transfer between server and client is ad hoc, and a standard
protocol for bi‑directional data communication is required for building an interactive

user interface on ww (13).
The GDM is a virtual museum that provides users a single view of multimedia content
of multiple museums, and access modality to the content on the Internet. The concept

of the GDM is characterized by global access to museum content and interactive
creation of user collections (14). Figure l shows the cyberspace of the GDM. The
collections of museums are digitized and archived into high quality multimedia

materials at each museum around the world. Museum experts, such as museum
teachers and curators, create a ̀story' by selecting the materials from the archives and

insening them into a narrative about the collections. The story conforms to authorized
educational materials, which help users' learning activities by using the entire collec‑
tions. Users can globally access the stories as well as individual materials according to

theme of interest, such as topics, culture, area and era, rather than considering which

museum holds the collection and where the collection is located. The stories and the
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individual materials are indexed with a common indexing system in order to facilitate

global access. The GDM provides individual users a workspace for creating a new
user collection. The GDM comprises the user collections, whether the collection is
authorized by museum expeits or not

Public mitseum andpersonat museum
There are two kinds of museums in the virtual museum: public museums and personai
museums. The difference is related to the level of quality of content. Apubtic museum
comprises content which is created by museum experts, or which are authorized by the

experts. They can‑not be updated by the users ence they are created. Personal
m"seums, on the other hand, are museums with content created by museum users; the
users can create their own personal museum by authoring content with resources of

the public museum and other private museums. The private museum can be updated
by museum experts and other authorized museum users as well as the creator of the

prlvate museum.

Museung exhthit and scenariO

The virtual museum is hierarchically composed of component objects from a
structural point of view. The GDM is a single museum composed of a set of virtual
museums. A virtual museum consists of a set of exhibits, The exhibits are arranged in

cyberspace according to the context of what the creator of the museum intends to
show to the user. In some virtual museums, exhibits are arranged according to geo‑
graphical property of the exhibits; in others, they are arranged according to chrono‑
logical property. The user can walk through the exhibits in the order the creator of the

museum intends to provide the museum information to the user, The user can also
view the exhibits of interest to them. An exhibit consists of a set of scenarios. The
scenario is a minimum unit of information which has rneaningful information to users.

The scenario is a composed sequence of pages, each of which users can browse one
page at a time. The page is composed of rnultimedia resources, including text, image,

sound and video resources. The resources may be shared among different pages, and
the page may be shared, too, among different scenarios.

Book and annotutiOns
A book is a personal collection of museum materials for individual users. The users
can create a book by copying a scenario, or some particuLar part of the scenario, and

can add annotations to the scenario. The book is distinguished from the original
scenario in that the object is created and updated by the user. Individual books are
identified even if they are based on the same scenario. The user can create multiple
books which have different annotations to the same scenario.

Textbook and notebook
According to the' usage of the collection, the museum is categorized into textbooks and

notebooks, A textbook is intended for use as a teaching material. According to the
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target reader, the textbook is categorized into textbooks for teachers and textbooks for

students. 1laxtbooks for teachers are created by museum experts, and show what
inforrnation the museum can provide in the context of education. 71extbooks for
students are created by school‑teachers who want to teach students by using materials.

These textbooks are searchable by the students and other teachers. IVbtebooks are a

working space for school‑children. The notebook is a tool of communication between
teacher and students and among students.
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Fig.1 Concept of Global Digital Museum

3.12 Characteristics of Prototype
A prototype of the GDM was implemented based on client‑server model and
distributed server architecture (15‑20). A global search function is one of the
characteristics of the GDM prototype. Users can search high‑‑quality multimedia
museum information around the worid just by visiting a single virtual museum. By
using an international common indexing scheme in the ethnology domain, with fields
such as topics, area and culture, search results can be classified in accordance with the

type of object retrieved and quality level of the objects. Comparing these to the
conventional search engines on the Intemet, which facilitate a centralized index server

for homepage searches, there may be URLs that are not accessible in query time. The
units of a search are semantic objects, story and resources, etc., rather than an URL.

Thus the prototype enables users to search the collections of different museums and
compare the differences of the information.
Another characteristic of the prototype is collaborative learning environments. Users

can also create and publish their own collections by combining different museum
collections. Interactiye tools for creating annotations to the user collection facilitate

communication among users. The prototype provides the function to create and edit

annotations to user‑defined ares of iinages. Such annotations are shared among
different users. Users can ask questions of their schoolteachers, museum experts, and
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other users, for example. The user collections are identified by

user ID and group

assigned to individual users to distinguish the information source.

3.1.3 System Configuration
The prototype system of the GDM has been implemented on the Internet. Figure 2
shows the system configuration of the GDM. The GDM server consists of a global
search manager, hyper‑link database manager, user interface, WWW server and the
backend DBMS. The museum content is stored in the hyper‑link database at each of

the museum sites. Users can access the museum content through one of the GDM
servers on the Internet by using a WWW browser.
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Fig. 2 System configuration of the GDM
The global search manager manages the request from a client by communicating with

other GDM servers. There are multiple GDM servers, as many as the number of
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museums panicipating on a global network. One of the GDM servers takes the role of
the meta‑server, which has a list of GDM servers on the Internet. All the GDM servers

can query the meta‑server in client mode to get the list of GDM servers. When a GDM
server receives a query from the client, it distributes the query to all the GDM servers,

including the server itself, according to the GDM server list in server mode, The
global search manager receives the query in server mode, and sends the query to the
hyperlink database manager at the local site.

The hyper‑link database processes requests from the global search manager for
manipulating GDM objects in the site. All the GDM objects are stored in the relational

database based on the GDM hyper‑link data model (18). When the hyper‑‑link database

manager receives the search request from the global search manager, the request
passes to the local database and returns the resuks to the global search manager. For
the updating request, it receives the content of the objects from the client, and stores
the content to the local database.

The user interface provides users with search, browse, and edit GDM object functions.
The user interface is written in Perl CGI programs with JavaScript, and Java applets.
Java applets are used for on‑line editing for GDM objects, which is executed on the

WWW browser at client side. The applet communicates with the global search
manager for read and write access of GDM objects via GDM protocol. The user
interface formats GDM objects in an HTML document. The WWW server provides

the HTmu document to a ww browser.

3.1.4 Hyper‑Link Database
The virtual museum of the GDM is composed of objects that are physically distributed

on the Internet. Each object of the GDM represents information such as multimedia
resources and structured information such as a story using the multimedia resources.

The GDM provides the function of global search and interactive editing for the
objects. We defined a novel hyper‑link data model for the manipulation on the objects

in the framework of the WWW (18).

All the objects in the GDM are composed based on two constructs: node and link
among the nodes, There are two types of object: simple object and compound object.
Simple object is a primitive object that holds the property of the object. The simple
object has generic attributes to describe the application independent propenies of an

object, such as creator of the object, time stamp when the object is created, and URL
of multimedia resource. Simple object also has user attributes that can be used for
applications to do with the specific property of the object, such as keywords and other

index information used for searches. Compound object specifies a link among simple

objects, The compound object is associated to a simple object, and holds link
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information from the simple object to another simple object. For example, let us
consider a parent‑child relationship between two simple objects: parent p and child c.
Compound object x and y are associated to object p and c, respectively. Object x holds

a link to simple object p, and a link to compound object y. The compound object y
then holds the link to simple object c,

The propenies of GDM objects are specified by using field values of the object. The
fields of the simple object are divided into two categories: system field and application
field. System .field is an application‑independent field for the object. Amplicationfiield

is an application‑dependent field of which semantics is defined according to the object
model in a particuiar appiication domain.
Fielkis ofsin4,le object

OBJECT LD:
All the GDM objects are uniquely identified with an object ID on the GDM system.
The object ID is specified with a host name that is qualified with domain name on the
Internet and the local object identifier that is a serial number for objects in the domain.

For example, the object ID ̀xxx.yyy.zzz:OOOI' means that the object is stored in host
̀xxx.yyy.zzz' with local identifier with ̀OOOI.'

RESOU[RCE TYPE:
This field specifies the type of object that determines the semantics of the simple
object. In the museum application model, the following set of values are defined:

tGDM‑SCEIVARta GDMmR,4GE, GDM‑TEJXT,
GDM IItL46E, GDM SOUND, GDM VZDEO,
GDM BOOK GDM AIVNOI:47:IOAC]
URL:
This field denotes the location of the resource for the object. The resource is digitized

multimedia data including text, image, sound and video. The resource may be located
at a different site from the location where the simple object is resident.

([]REilTOR, CREATED DijlllE, AiVALIVSZ 71r7Z[,E ENGLISH]

fl7ZLE JL4R41VESE

DESC ENGLISH) DESC .LilRtlNESE:
These fields denote bibliographical data of the object,

CRExlIED andLv4ST UPonTE:
These fields denote timestamp when the object is created and updated, respectively.

The format of the timestamp is in the form of ‑̀yyyy‑mm‑dd‑hh.mm.ss.xxxxxx.'

REL4D usER and WRIIIE usER:
These fields denote a list of user ID with read and write access to the object,
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respectively.

TYPE OF AC71ron:
Client interface interprets these values in accessing GDM objects and in format of the

object into an HTML document. Client interface also refers to the value of attribute

TYPE OFAC7:ITOIV for additional information to the object. For example,

GDM IMAGE PORTRi4IT and GDM IML4GE LAA[DSen,PE are used for repre‑
sentation information ef the image to the display.

Olll[ECT CODEI, OBJECT CODE2, ..., OBJECT CODE9:

Index inf‑ormation of the sintmple object is stored ]n the application attributes of the

object. In the current implementation, up to nine fields, OBJECT‑CODEI to
OIUECT CODE9, are available for a simple object. They are used for the set of OCM
codes, OWC code, time, list of keywords, place, annotation text and axis of annotation
area in the image.

Ftelds ofcon4)ound object

GO‑LD‑for‑Compaund:
Object ID of the compound object. The ID is assigned with the same rule as the ID of
the simple object.

GO‑ll )‑for‑This‑Alode:
Object ID of the simple object associated to the compound object.

TXPE OF LIN]K:
This field contains a type of link to another object.

There are four types of links defined:

CHILD Link to child object

SUCCESSOR Link to succeeding object

BOOK ORIGLIV Link to scenario of book

RESOURCE ORIG17V Link to resource of annotation
The hierarchical structure of the scenario object is specified by using CIllLD and
SU(]CESSOR links. The scenario object has a link to the first page object, the first
page object has a link to the second page object, the second page object has a link to
the third page object and se on. Page links are designated with serial links. Books and
annotations are specified by using reference information to the original scenario and

resource, respectively. A book object has a BOOK‑ORIGIN link to the original
scenario, and the CHILD link to the first annotation object. The annotation object has

the SUCCESSOR link to the second annotation object.
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Ar]EXT GOU):
This field contains a link te another object of which type is specified in the field

TYPE OF L,INK.
A,eplication motlel

The simple object and cornpound object are generic constructs of our hyper‑link data

model, and are the modules for constructing higher level objects in an application
domain. Application models for a particular domain are made of a set of resource type
for simple object, a set of link type for compound object, and the interpretation of

these types. We defined one of the museum application models on top of the
hyper‑link model. In the application model, we have introduced new grouping units

called scenario, page, resource, book and annotation objects. These objects are
constructed based on the simple object and the compound object on the hyper‑link
database model, and are represented independently from specific document formats

such as HTML.
Scenario, page and resources

Scenario is the minimum unit of information that has meaning to the user. The
scenario is a sequence of pages, each of which is displayed to users in one page. The

page can be composed of resources, including text, image, sound and video. This
hierarchical structure is represented by using the link field of the compound object.

Book and annotations

A book is a personal information area for individual users. A book object is
distinguished from a scenario object in that the object can be updated by the user.
Initially, a book is created by referring to the original scenario. Annotation is a text

object that is associated with a resource object contained in the scenario. The book
may have multiple annotations to different areas of an image, as well as annotations to
different resources.

Figure 3 shows the example of the structure of the GDM objects. The scenario is
defined as a compound object with a CHILD link to the first page. The page object is

defined as a compound object with a CMLD link to the first resource, and a
SUCCESSOR link to the next page object. The book object has a BOOK‑ORIGIN link
to the original scenario, and a CHI[LD link to the first annotation. The annotation

object has a RESO[IRCE.ORIGL?V link to the resource object to which the annotation
is assigned, and a SUCCESSOR link to the next annotation object. Annotation text and
annotated areas of image resource are stored in the user attribute of the simple object
for the annotation.

The GDM object is stored as a record in a relational database. There are two types of
tables used for storing the simple object and the compound object, respectively. On

manipulating GDM objects, the hyper‑link database manager has a function to keep
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Fig. 3 Example of structure of GDM objects
the link consistency between the simple object and the compound object. The
compound object does not exist if the simple object is not created, and the simple
object is not purged if the compound object is associated to the simple object.

3.1.5 Protocol
The GDM object is manipulated in a session by the combination of requests from
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client including the commands: OPEAC CLOSE, CRELtl IZI, PURGE, GEZ PUT and
SEARCH. GDM protocol specifies the conformation of data transfer between server
and client with the GDM commands (15).

The following BNF de flne d the syntax of the GDM command.

<GDM command>

::=

<opEN‑command> I <cLosE.command> l
<CREATE command> l <PURGE‑command> l
<SEARCH command> 1
<GET‑command> 1 <PUT command>

<OPEN command> ::= OPEN <mode>
<CLOSE command> ::= CLOSE
::== CREATE <object‑type> <host>
<PURGE cornmand> ::= PURGE <object type> <object‑id>

<CREATE command>

<SEARCH command>: := SEARCH <searchSype> <search‑ conditions>
<GET command> : := GET <object‑type> <object‑id>
<PUT command> : := PUT <object‑type> <object‑id>
<rnode>

<objectmtype>
<host>
<object‑id>
<search type>
.T
<conditions>
<condition>
<tield>
<value>

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
;:=
::=

CLIENT 1 SERVER l META
S‑OBJECT 1 C‑OBJECT
string
string
BY‑S‑OBJECTIBY‑C‑OBJECTISrMILAR‑Y‑S‑OBJECT
<condition> 1 <conditions> <condition>
<field> <value>
string
.
stnng

OPEN and CLOSE
The session is opened with the OPEN CLIENT command between the client and the
server, the session is opened with the OPEN SERVER command between the server,
and the server and the session is opened with the OPEN META command between the
server and the meta‑server. These sessions are closed by only one CLOSE command.

CREA IZE and PURGE
The new GDM object is created by the CREATE command. The CREATE command
takes arguments of object type and host name where the object is stored. The object

type is denoted by SemOBJECT and C‑OB.IECT for the simple object and the
compound object, respectively. wnen the CREATE command is successfully
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completed, an object ID for the new object is returned. The PURGE command
removes the object that is identified with the object ID.

GETandPUT
The GET command retrieves the object specified by the object ID. For example, GET

S OBJECT hostl:idl returns field values of the simple object identified by
̀hostl:id1.' The PUT command transfers field values for the object to the server from
the client.

SE4RCHr
The search command looks for GDM objects with the conditions on the attributes of
simple objects. Search conditions are spegified by the list of attribute names and value

pair of the simple object. Results of the search command are the number of results
with a list of object IDs of the compound object that is associated to the matched
simpie object. There are three types of search: and the type is identified by the

keyword: BY"S‑OBJECZ BY‑C‑OBJECTand SIM7Lt4R‑BY‑S‑OBIECT.

BY S OBJECT: Search compound object with the attributes of the
simple object associated to the compound object

BY C OBJECT: Search compound object with the attributes of the
compound object
SIMILAR BY S OBJECT: Search similar compound object according to the attri‑
butes of the simple object associated to the compound

object
Search conditions are specified by the list of attribute name and value pain For

example, the following command search compound object associated to the simple

object with conditions of OBJECT.CODEI is equal to AHI and OBIECT‑CODE2 is
equal to 123.

SEARCH BY S OBJECT
RESOURCE TYPE GDM SCENARIO
OBJECT CODEI AHI
OBJECT CODE2 l23
Results of the search command are a set of compound objects each of which has a link
to an associated simple object. Search command returns the number of results with a

list of the object ID that matched with search conditions. When the keyword

SIiMTL4R BYS OBJECT is used, search results are ranked according to the
similarity of the attribute specified in the conditions. The score ranges from O to 100,
and the score is concatenated to the object ID in the list of results.
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3.1.6 Global Search
Searching for the virtual museum of the GDM is based on distributed index
management on the global network (19). In order to provide the user transparent
access to the multiple servers, the search mechanism employs server‑client interaction

to the hyper‑link databases at each of the local servers. wnen a user submits a query
to the GDM, the query is distributed to all the GDM servers. Each server processes the
query localiy, and returns the results to the original server in which the results are
merged into a results list.

The server consists of a hyperlink database manager, the global search manager and
the server loop. The server loop accepts requests from users, parses the command line,

dispatches to the hyperlink database or the global search manager, and gets a reply
from them. The hyperlink database is responsible for maintaining the hyperlink data
structure in the relational database, and it has a function to search for the hyperlink

database. The global search manager has the responsibility for the remote search
access, as it has the list of remote servers from the meta‑server, The server is the
forked process where the client request is received to start. Each client for the session

has the process. If the session is completed or abnoimally finished, the process is
killed by the system.

In the global search, using a common indexing system is one of the key aspects with

respect to the relevance of the search. We chose a code system called HRAF (Human
Relation Area Files) for the global index scheme for the content of the GDM. HRAF is
an authorized standard thesaurus used in the field of ethnology (13). The code system

consists of two types of codes: OWC (Outline of World Culture) and OCM (Outline of

Cultural Materials) (21, 22). OWC code classifies geographical areas of human
culture. OCM code classifies all of the human activities in the real world. The OCM
code set is defined as hierarchical!y in three levels of categories, and denoted in
five‑digit, three‑digit, and two‑digit numbers. For example, code 77 denotes "religious

beliefs," code 776 for "spirits and gods,:' and code 776.01 for "conception of
supernatural beings of a higher order than disembodied souls."

Search results are ordered according to the relevance of the matching object to the

query in terrns of hierarchy of OCM category based on how much the domain of the
concept is overlapped in terms of the hierarchy of OCM categories. When query Q
includes a set of OCM codes f4I, q2, ... qnj in the query conditions, and the GDM
object D includes a set of OCM codes {dl, d2, .,, dinj, the similarity is calculated for

each of the matching objects by the following scoring function:

score (e,p)=2) nm
IE> fQi,alV
i=1 i‑‑1

nm
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where

fix'yi=

1OO

if x and y match

a
b

if first three digits ofx and y match

o

otherwise

if two digits ofx and y match

The HRAF code can also be used for creating a scenario structure without specifying
panicular resources used in the scenario. For example, suppose a creator of a scenario

needs some image of a ball object to explain a story of a ball game, but there is no

collection of balls in the museum. The creator can just specify the OCM codes as a
placeholder, which corresponds to the concept of the ball game, instead of specifying
the individual ball object. wnen the scenario object is searched by the user, the
placeholder is automatically filled with the most relevant resources selected from the

materials according to the OCM matching. The creator does not need to know where
the resources are located on the Internet.

3.1.7 On‑line Annotation Editing
There are four applets for the operation of the annotation for creating, editing,
browsing, and erasing annotations.

AppendAnnotation ARplet (:4nna4dd cl(zssi:
The applet shows the image so that the user can define the rectangle areas of the
image resource for the annotation and input text that explain the content of the image.
The applet holds the annotation data for the relative axis of the defined rectangle and
the annotation text. At the next step the applet requests the server to create the new

compound object and the new simple object for the new annotation, The annotation
data is filled into the field of the sirnple object. Finally, it looks for the last child

compound object of the book, and updates the child link to the new compound object.
EditAnnotation A,oplet (;4nnoEdt classp:
The applet receives the list of annotation data that are axis and text from the server and

displays the areas on the image resource. The user can choose one of the annotations

by selecting one of the areas shown on the image, and then edit the text data
associated to the area. The applet loads the simple object for the annotation and
updates the value with the new text data from the user.
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Bro},vse Annotation Amptet (14nnoBrw classi :
The applet receives the list of annotation data that are axis and text from the server

displays them on the image resource. The applet shows the annotation text associated
to the image when the mouse cursor is focused on the annotation area on the image.
Deiete Annotation Amplet (14nnoClr classi:
The applet receives the list of annotation data that are axis and text from the server and

displays them on the image resource. The user can choose one of the annotations and

deletes the compound object and the simple object for it. The applet searches the

predecessor compound object for the deleted annotation and changes the successor
links of the predecessor from the compound object of the deleted annotation to the
successor compound object of the deleted annotations.

Ail of the applets are executed with parameters for the access to the GDM server,
information of the resource to which the annotation is associated and scenario in
vvhich the resource is contained. Because of the restriction of JAVA virtual machine

that the applet can only access the resources on the local server, the applet is
downloaded from the server where the resource is located. The following procedure
shows how the applets are invoked.
1) The client CGI program generates an HTrvfi. document that includes the applet for
annotatlon.
2) When the HTrvfi. document is displayed, the applet is downloaded from the host
where the resource is resident through HTTP.
3) The applet accesses an image file specified in the resource parameter from the host.

4) The applet accesses the GDM object through the GDM protocol.

3.1.8 User Interface
The GDM client provides user interface for global search, browsing, and editing the

content including scenarios and books on a Web browser. These pages are displayed
as HTML documents that are served by a Web server threugh H'I'rP protocol.

Global Searth
Figure 4 shows the interface of global search in the GDM. The search function allows
a user to specify a number of search criteria, such as topics, time, area, keywords, and
a list of exhibits is presented that meet those criteria. When a user chooses an exhibit
in the list, a window is opened to display the first page of the exhibit, and the user can

go through the exhibit by forwarding the page. In browsing the exhibit, the user can
place a piece of the resource of interest into a ̀basket' for private coilection.
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Book Cneation and Editing
Figure 5 shows how the user can create a new exhibit by combining the pieces in the
basket. By clicking on an item in the basket, the user can continue to add items from
the basket to the newly created exhibit. When the user is viewing an image of the
exhibit in a separate window, the user can select an area of the image by dragging the
mouse and drawing a box around it. Corresponding to the area, there is a text field for
associating an annotation to the area, and for editing the annotation text. Java applets

are used for adding, editing, browsing and deleting annotations. The applet communi‑
cates with the GDM server to create the new simple object for the annotation, and to
update the Iink to the new object. During the user operation, the applet holds the data
of the book object and the status of the edit operation on a Web browser, and users can

perform the operation without accessing the server for each of the user operations.
Publishing the exhibit puts it into the GDM database, making it available to all users
by global search of the exhibits.

3.1.9 Content Input
There are two types of tools provided for inputting the content to the GDM datab

ase: a

content upload tool and database maintenance tool.

Content upload tool
A set of GDM objects is loaded to the database from the files of simple objects and

compound objects in CSV format. The tool executes DB2 upload utility (IBM95) to
import the records of simple objects and compound objects into the tables, respec‑
tively. Among the attributes of GDM objects, Object ID and resource URLs depend on
hostnames where the object is resident. Before executing the import, the upload tool

automatically adds the host name to these attributes so the upload file is created
independently from the host where the content is uploaded.

Databtzse nuzintenance tool

GDM objects can also be maintained by using a database maintenance tool. The tool
allows database administration users to search and browse inputted content, and to
yerify the content interactively on a Web browsen The tool is implemented by a Perl

CGI program, which issues a series of GDM commands for updating GDM objects, A
GDM object to be maintained is retrieved by specifying either object ID or SEARCH
command. The field values of the object are returned from a GDM server, and are
displayed in an HTML forrn.
Inputting the content into the GDM database is proceeded in the following steps:
1) Filling in content input form

The content creator who wants to create a

new

scenarlo prepares the structure of the
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scenario and multimedia resources referred to in the scenario, We defined a standard‑

ized form for content input that is commoniy used among rnuseums. The forrn
includes the specification of the GDM objects, which composed a scenario, properties
of these objects, and resources that are referred to in the scenario.

2) Preparing multimedia resources
Multimedia resources are digitized into separate files from the content input form.
Each of the resources is associated to a URL, and is located to the file directory on the

GDM server.
3) Convening content forms to import file fomiat
The text in content form is converted into the field data that correspond to the file

format of the GDM database. The GDM supports imponing GDM objects from a CSV
file that is comma‑delimjted ASCII text file. The content form contains only the appli‑‑

cation attributes of the GDM object. In this step, the system attributes of the GDM
object are added to the data in the content form.

4) Importing data to the GDM database
GDM objects are loaded by using import utility in batch processing.
5) Verify the content

Verify the imported data by browsing the content on the Web browsen

3.1.10 Discussion
We have built a prototype of the GDM based on client‑server and distributed server
architecture. The architecture is a feasible model for managing distributed databases
on the Internet. One of such systems based on the distributed server architecture is

DIENST (Distributed Interactiye Extensible Network Server for Techreports): an
operational protocol and server that employs the architecture for a distributed search

of digitized technical reports on the ww (23‑25). The system architecture and
design are intended for well‑organized document searches, and not applicable to the

museum applications in the perspective of heterogeneous multimedia data modeling,
protocol, interactivity and performance. We studied the architecture and design of
DIENST with respect to applying it to museum application. Although the basic idea of
distributed search architecture of DIENST is also applicable to museum application,
we found that the total system architecture and design are intended for well‑organized

document searches, and concluded that it is not applicable to our application in the
perspective of document model, protocol, interaction and perforrnance.

Dan model
DIENST is based on the document model RFC‑1807 (26). Although the format is
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standard for well‑structured documents such as technical reports, it is difficult to
present inter‑document structure, especially for content with multimedia collections.
DIENST indeed supports intra‑document structure; logical document structure such as

pages of a document, and physical structure, such as file format of archived docu‑
ments (25). The documents may have multiple representations (file formats such as

plain text and Postscript format) and can be decomposed physically (by page) and
logically (by structural aspects). Although the underlying bibliographical format is

general for document databases such as technical reports, it lacks flexibility for

structuring museum content with multimedia collections. Moreover, the document
structure is explicitly presented as the directory structure of the file system. For

example, the following protocol requests a GIF image of the first page of the
document publisher:doc"no.:

DIENST/Repository/2.01Pagefpublisher%2fdoc‑no!inlinell
As the example shows, the semantics of the structure is encoded into the server
program, and the server can not access the repository if the structure is changed. In the

GDM, the location of the multimedia resource is not encoded in the model itself.

Instead, the URL of the multimedia resources is used, of which encoding is
independent from the document model.

The document ID of DIENST requires the document handle (27), which includes
identification of the publisher of the document. Assuming the content may possibly be
created by all the Internet users, it is not realistic to assign a publisher name for all the

users of the Internet. In the GDM, the definition of an object ID is based on host name

and local ID, uniquely generated by the system, and there is no difference in the
generation of IDs among the creators of the object. Our object ID scheme also makes
it easy to refer to remote site resources from an object of one site, thereby globalizing

museum resources.
Prvtocol
The protocol of DIENST is by‑service protocol (28), and it differs depending on what
service the system is providing. In the DIENST architecture, there are four classes of

services: index service, repository service, meta‑server service and user interface

service (28). The index service of DIENST prevides a parametric search of a
document collection based on the bibliographical data of documents. Meta‑service
provides a directory of all servers in a network domain. Repository service provides

the content of digita1 documents based on the document model. The GDM uses a
single protocol for the communications between client‑server, server‑server, and
server‑meta‑server. All the other services of DIENST are intended for interaction

between servers, except the user interface service, which is intended for
communication with browsers used by humans, such as the query form. In the GDM,
such an application level service is not provided with the protocol. User interface with
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the GDM mediates this layer, in which GDM protocol is used for communication with

the GDM server.

Intenacdvdy
The user interface server of DIENST is CGI‑based, and the user must wait for the
reply from the server which is shown in another Web page. A Java applet in the GDM
makes the user interface interactive because the applet can handle all the user actions

on a Web browser client once the applet is downloaded to the client. We introduced
the annotation object so a user can make a comment on any area in an image resource.

Our choice of this model of annotation came from one of the museum requirements on

making annotations on an image. Because an image has various meanings depending
on what object in the image the user is interested in, one person may be interested in

people in a photograph, while others may be interested in the background perspective
of the photo.

Another interactivity provided by the GDM is an online database update. Loading of
the DIENST database is batch oriented, and the index is rebuilt for the new entry. On

the contrary, interactive maintenance of the GDM object is made available in the
GDM by manipulating the object with GDM protocol. Such an interactive editing of a
GDM object is essential for supporting book and annotation functions.
Pei f2)niuince

On the Internet, packet delivery is unreliable and there are no guarantees with transfer

time like QoS (Quality of Service). With the distributed search architecture of
DIENST, time‑out occurs when a server can‑not get a reply from other servers on the

Internet Current implementation of DIENST includes both the functions of a fault
tolerance server, and a regional index server in which each DIENST server in a region
accommodates all the index information of the servers in a region (24). Similar to the
idea of a region index server, Chankhunthod, et al., proposed hierarchical arrangement

of caches for mirroring the topology of a wide‑area internetwork to distribute load

away from a server and to protect the network from erroneous clients (29). The GDM

employs object level caching for perforrnance improvement on the Internet The
caching method is more effective when an object is accessed frequently in some short
period. One such example is the use of teaching materials in museum education. Once
a schoolteacher has accessed an object, materials for example, the students can follow
the object on the cache rather than accessing the server individually.

3.1.11 Conclusion
The GIobal Digital Museum offers a promising approach for developing the new
paradigm of museum education. The prototype of GDM provides a virtual classroom
on the Internet in which users can search and access museum information as the
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content of a single federated museum, The users do not need to know or specify
names of interesting files and sites of servers, and it is not necessary for them to
seareh each file or site in turn. Instead, they indicate their subject interests only to get

directly the museum information in which they are interested. In the virtually
federated digita1 museums, schoolchildren and teachers, and the general public can

collaborate in creating unique content with known and unknown users beyond the
Internet, For developing the concept of the Global Digitai Museum, there remain
several technical issues, as well as intellectual property issues, We need to standardize

global indexing systems and searching mechanisms, improve tools of collaborative
creation works, especially annotation tools, improve user interfaces, and standardize
the global digital museum education curriculum.
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